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Top Quality, High Performance ROADLINK 

Commercial Vehicle Brake Linings  

Specialists for over 25 years in supplying 

braking components, ROADLINK knows the 

importance of top  quality products that   

perform to demanding OE standards. 

Why pay more?  ROADLINK’s  specially    

developed RF8000 and RF8001 friction    

materials combine long life and                

exceptional value for money.  

ROADLINK never compromises on quality. 

Our high performance brake linings fit first 

time every time and give optimum braking  

without undue drum wear.  

Turn over for the full story 

Better value... 
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By miles 

ROADLINK’s comprehensive range of CV 

brake linings cover’s most popular truck, 

trailer and bus applications. 



Similar Stopping Power to  

OE grades 

Both Roadlink RF8000 & RF8001 have similar levels 

of performance to a well known OE Grade over 

the full range of vehicle operating speeds thus 

ensuring comparable vehicle stopping distances 

Superior Resistance to Brake Fade 

Both RF8000 & RF8001 have excellent progressive 

fade characteristics superior to a well known OE 

grade of friction material. 

Similar Lining Life to OE Grade 

Both RF8000 & RF8001 have similar rates of wear 

with brake operating temperature to a well 

known OE Grade. This ensures similar lining  service 

life with no loss of vehicle down time 

Also available from the extensive range of  top quality ROADLINK  products: 

Exchange Brake Shoes   New Unlined Brake Shoes  ISO Approved Brake Shoe Rivets        

+  BRYDEN  Riveting Machines and Tools 

ROADLINK  RF8000 and RF8001 Friction Materials Perform.  

Insist on ROADLINK brake linings and brake pads for top quality,           

maximum braking  performance and exceptional value. 

ROADLINK’s RF8000 and RF8001 friction material have been                 

exhaustively tested against several OE grade friction materials and have been 

proven to have a high stable performance and excellent lining wear, both similar 

to those major OE grades against which they have been benchmarked.    


